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McAfee Policy Auditor/McAfee NAC Content Update Summary
Product / Version

Content Version

McAfee Policy Auditor 5.x/6.x

1115

McAfee NAC 3.x

1115

New Checks
Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:242760

Solaris 11 Operating System is Installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:242761

Solaris 11 (SPARC) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:242762

Solaris 11 (x86) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243399

Solaris 7 (SPARC) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243400

Solaris 7 (x86) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243401

Solaris 8 (SPARC) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243402

Solaris 8 (x86) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243403

Solaris 9 (SPARC) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243404

Solaris 9 (x86) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243405

Solaris 10 (SPARC) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:243406

Solaris 10 (x86) is installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244063

Service - GNOME Display Manager - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244067

Service - NIS Domain initialization - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244071

Service - removable volume manager - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244075

Service - Apache 2.2 HTTP server - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244285

Auditing and Logging: Enable Auditing of Incoming Network Connections

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244286

Auditing and Logging: Enable Auditing of File Metadata Modification Events

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244307

Auditing and Logging: Ensure CIS audit class is created

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244690

Enable a Warning Banner for the FTP service

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244706

Enable a warning banner for the GNOME service

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:244723

Autologin capabilities from GNOME desktop should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245547

The ftpusers file should restrict the aiuser account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245550

Set default file creation mask for FTP users

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245557

The default GNOME screenlock timeout should be set appropriately

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245560

The GNOME screenlock should be enabled or disabled as appropriate

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:245563

The default GNOME screenlock lockTimeout should be set appropriately

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249222

Test the permissions of the directory - /var/cores or /var/share/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249223

Test the owner of the directory - /var/cores or /var/share/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249224

Test the group owner of the directory -/var/cores or /var/share/cores

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249618

verify if defined user home directories exists on the system

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:249619

Test the permissions of the directory - user home directories

Updated Checks
Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:7726

Unencrypted services rsh, and rlogin should be disabled.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:7218

Remote Login or Shell Is Enabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:7211

Remote Login or Shell Is Enabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6213

The tooltalk service should be disabled.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5773

Ensure the rexec service is disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5870

The root account can be directly logged into from other than the system console

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6356

The ftpusers file should restrict the nobody account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6362

The ftpusers file should restrict the nobody4 account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6359

The ftpusers file should restrict the noaccess account as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6421

The TFTP server functionality should be configured and enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:6365

PAM Rhosts support should be disabled.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:5966

The file dot-forward should not exist in any users home directories

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232425

Test the permissions of the file - users dot-netrc file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8382

The volume manager GUI mdcomm service should be enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8386

The tooltalk service should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8268

The telnet service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8243

The smserver service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8667

The rquotad service should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8684

The rsh service should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8680

The rlogin service should be disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50104

Only enable rlogin/rsh/rcp if absolutely necessary

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8198

The BSD line printer protocol should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8432

The meta service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8378

The metaed service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8234

The Kerberos TGT Expiration warning should be enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8264

The Kerberos ktkt_warnd service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8260

The Kerberos kpropd service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8398

The Generic Security Service daemons (gssd) should be enabled or disabled as
appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:8272

The FTP service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215332

Test if kernel non-executable user stack protection is enabled or disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50264

The metamh service should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50271

Solaris 8 Operating System is Installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50272

Solaris 9 Operating System is Installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:50273

Solaris 10 Operating System is Installed

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:55673

The BSD line printer protocol should be enabled or disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215319

Passwords reuse - HISTORY should be set as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215232

The file dot-netrc should not exist in any users home directories

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215260

Minimum password age - MINWEEKS

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215603

Test if the system login banner text is set correctly - /etc/motd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215346

Test if only root user is listed in cron.allow file

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215323

MINALPHA value should be set appropriately in /etc/default/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215261

Test if threshold for consecutive failed login attempts - RETRIES is set as
appropriate

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215258

Maximum password age - MAXWEEKS

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215455

Retry limit for account lockout - LOCK_AFTER_RETRIES should be enabled or
disabled as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215303

Test if umask is set properly in /etc/default/login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215333

Test if kernel non-executable user stack protection log is enabled or disabled

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:216661

Minimum password length - PASSLENGTH

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215327

MINNONALPHA value should be set appropriately in /etc/default/passwd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:215228

The file dot-rhosts should not exist in any users home directories

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231616

Password policy - NAMECHECK - login name checking

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231137

Test If file exists - /etc/hosts.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230332

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH PermitRootLogin

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230467

Service - Kerberos TGT Expiration Warning - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230327

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH Banner

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231422

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/at.deny

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231414

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/at.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230329

Test the configuration status for - SSH MaxAuthTries

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230463

Service - automount - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231418

Test the owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230889

nobody access for RPC encryption key storage should be set as appropriate.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231299

Test if the system login banner text is set correctly in /etc/issue

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231421

Test the permissionsof the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230326

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH X11 forwarding

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230478

Service - RPC Encryption Key - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230471

Service - Local sendmail - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231420

Test the permissions of the file - /etc/cron.d/at.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231423

Test If file exists - /etc/cron.d/cron.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231618

Password policy - DICTIONDBDIR - path for dictionary lookups

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231617

Password policy - WHITESPACE - determines if whitespace character are allowed
in password

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231133

Test if the telnet daemon banner is set correctly in /etc/default/telnetd

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231138

Test If file exists - /etc/hosts.deny

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230328

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH IgnoreRhosts

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231619

Password policy - DICTIONLIST - List of dictionary files

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231620

Password policy - MINDIFF - Minimum difference required between old and new
password

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231417

Test the owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/at.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231621

Password policy - MINLOWER - Minimum number of lowercase letters required for
a password

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231622

Password policy - MINUPPER - Minimum number of upper case letters required for
a password.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230470

Service - Local RPC Port Mapping - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231415

Test the group owner of the file - /etc/cron.d/cron.allow

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230486

Service - Volume Manager smserver - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231324

Configuration - TCP sequence number generation should be set appropriately.

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230466

Service - Generic Security Services (GSS) - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230331

Test the enable / disable status for - SSH PermitEmptyPasswords

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231802

Set mesg n as default for all users in /etc/profile

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:230474

Service - NIS Server - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231753

Password policy - WARNWEEKS - number of weeks that must pass since the last
password change

Oval ID

Title

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231803

Set mesg n as default for all users in /etc/.login

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:231839

Configuration status for - failed login delay

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232462

Test the permissions of the files - user dot files

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:232428

verify if users are assigned home directories

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:218148

Service - NIS client daemon - running state

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:234140

Password policy - MAXREPEATS - Maximum number of allowable consecutive
repeating characters

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237169

Test the additional logging status of wu-ftpd daemon

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237139

Inetd based service - telnet - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:236349

Disable standard inetd services, If possible

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237147

Inetd based service - shell - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237160

Inetd based service - ident - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237151

Inetd based service - pop3 - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237144

Inetd based service - login - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237150

Inetd based service - tftp - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:237143

Inetd based service - imaps - status

oval:com.mcafee.oval:def:236421

Inetd based service - ftp - status

New Benchmarks
Benchmark ID

Title

OracleSolaris11CISBenchmark

Oracle Solaris 11 CIS Benchmark

Solaris11PatchPolicy

Oracle Solaris 11 Patch Policy

AustralianISM

Australian ISM Windows Benchmark

Updated Benchmarks
Benchmark ID

Title

AdobeWindowsBulletinBenchmark2012

Adobe Windows Bulletin Benchmark 2012

AdobeWindowsBulletinBenchmark2010

Adobe Windows Bulletin Benchmark 2010

AdobeWindowsBulletinBenchmark2013

Adobe Windows Bulletin Benchmark 2013

AdobeWindowsBulletinBenchmark2011

Adobe Windows Bulletin Benchmark 2011

McAfee Technical Support
PrimeSupport ServicePortal:

https://mysupport.nai.com/login.asp

Multi-National Phone Support:

http://www.mcafeesecurity.com/us/contact/home.htm
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